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Research Question
Could the Notion of Choice affect
the Multiverse Theory in Science
Fiction Media?

INTRODUCTION
I believe that the Notion of Choice can change how someone lives and how the
World reacts to them, mainly because of the idea of The Butterfly Effect, the idea
that every choice has a consequence.
In Sci-fi, the idea that a characters actions & choices could affect other universes
is often pondered, but only now in recent media is it being explored fully.
Taking this into consideration, I wish to argue the connection between Multiverse
Theory and The Butterfly Effect with the theory that a choice can create a
branching universe with an opposite outcome.

Why this topic?

I always loved seeing examples of the Butterfly effect and
Multiverse theory because in my day to day life I think about the
choices I make.
Could there be another version of me out there that has made the
opposite choices? Do I have an effect on what choice they choose?
And although I can’t truly find out if this is real or not, I can
at least turn to Sci-fi media to further explore this idea.

The Multiverse Theory is an idea that
beyond the range of the universe that
we can witness there’s a chance that
there could be another universe much
like our own.

Multiverse Theory & Choice

When it comes to choice, my mind
always wanders to the thought of how
our choices might affect everything
around us. Could someone’s actions
have a bigger consequence than we can
expect? Well that’s where something
called Multiverse Theory comes in.

An Example
I wake up in the morning and jump out
of bed, immediately making a cup of
tea to start off

An Opposite
I wake up in the morning and lay in
bed for an hour, then I make a cup of
tea

I have time to stretch while my tea
cools down, so that I don’t burn my
tongue

I sit at my desk and feel my back
ache. To ignore it, I sip my tea and
burn my tongue

After the tea is done,I sit at my
desk and write. My back feels fine.
Good Morning

My writing mood is ruined because now
my tongue is numb and my back hurts.
Bad morning

There you saw an example of two sides
of the same morning, one good another
bad.
The choices you make in your day to
day could always be opposite choices
another version of you could make.
The same goes for Multiverse Theory
in Science Fiction. A Sci-Fi
character’s choices and who they turn
out to be could affect a parallel
universe of theirs where similar
things happening differently or the
opposite situation occurred.

Spider-Man: Into The Spider-Verse.
Director Peter Ramsey, Prod Columbia
Pictures & Sony Picture Animation. 2018
A phenomenal movie that makes you
wonder if the choices made by the
main characters could be the result
of the choices made by a similar
character in another universe. If
they were destined to become who
they are because of someone else.

Peter B. Parker Vs Blonde Peter Parker
In terms of Into the Spider-Verse,
the comparison between the Peter
Parker of Miles’ Universe and Peter
B. from another universe, is a strong
example of how choice could dictate
the outcome of another universe.
While Blonde Peter was a prime
example of a Paragon Spider-Man,
Peter B. was almost entirely the
opposite.
Peter B. had a rough time all around
and got knocked down hard, while
Blonde Peter kept getting back up,
and it shows with their characters.

Donnie Darko. Director: Richard Kelly,
Prod Flower Films. 2001
A strange Sci-fi movie that makes you
question if the main character Donnie
and his actions were predetermined by
the fact of another universe
collapsing because of him not doing
anything, or if the end is doomed to
repeat.

The Butterfly Effect. Directors Eric Bress
& J. Mackye Gruber, Prod Katalyst Films
& Blackout Entertainment. 2004
A Time Travel movie that makes you
wonder if there was ever a universe
where the main character never went
back in time and took over his old
body, and if his actions truly did
affect his future life.

Summary

When it comes to Multiverse Theory and Science Fiction,
the Notion of Choices affecting alternate universes is
an idea backed by many examples within Sci-Fi media. I
wish that it was explored more often considering how in
depth it can go and how intriguing it might be to think
that a character’s actions could affect another Universe
where the opposite action was taken
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